Types of intersections and comparison of filament 
dcp15-treated VE (+dcp15) and gpp2-treated VE (+gpp2). Averaged data were also fitted (mean±SEM, n=3). (d) Fitted curves were overlaid (Red, +dcp15; Blue, +gpp2) .
Deflection angles of intersections in dcp15-treated (i.e., incompetent) VE varied with some preferences (e.g., 30-60° and 120-150° for V-type, 30-60° for T-type), whereas those in gpp2-treated (i.e., highly competent) VE varied more evenly. These results suggested that branches at intersections of hVE are formed more randomly or arbitrarily, and they may have a greater flexibility than those of iVE.
Supplementary Fig. S3
Schemes for VE meshwork remodeling Dicalcin belongs to the S100 protein family, which is one of the major calcium-binding protein family in a variety of tissues 1,2 . Since some S100 proteins has been known to associate with each other to form multimers 3 , dicalcin molecules at ends of the two filaments may associate with each other under certain VE conditions (e.g., under the excess amount of dicalcin), mediating a connection between two VE filaments to generate longer-length filament. 
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